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Abstract   

“The epidemic corona has brought a deadly disaster to the universe. The virus has killed several people. Due to its effect, all 
people especially the base communities had suffered to the worst. Due to economic crisis and backwardness, they were neglected and 
ignored by the government and even at the covid enters they faced the discrimination badly. The main objective of the study is to 
analysis the socio-economic conditions of the base communities being already poor, with the impact of covid. Their social life became 
utterly painful and pathetic. Due to loss of their jobs and lockdown, they suffer many financially crisis. Due to loss of lives, the 
children become destitute. They have to struggle for food, clothing and shutter. They suffered from lack of basic facilities. The study 
intends to give justice to the base communities the factual scenario of the impact of covid-19. It aims to give remedies through 
awareness programs and such a strong support makes them to face any hurdles with positive steps”. 
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Introduction  

The epidemic corona has created angst to the whole people of the world. At the period of pandemic, the lockdown was 
announced throughout the country. It has Worsley effected on the base community. The present article intends to present the socio-
economic conditions of the base communities, their health conditions and also the sufferings they faced with the effect of pandemic. 
The base communities who are socially and economically backward unable to overcome from the effect of covid-19 that affected on 
them. Its bad effect is contained even to the present situation. The same situation persisted during the epidemics sars, maers, ebola, 
h1n1, h5n1 in the countries. Though the effect of epidemics effect was similar but it has created anxiety among different groups of 
people. During 2009, the base communities more than other communities were worsely suffered from the effect of epidemic h1n1. 
Majority of lower communities’ people who are economically and socially weak suffered worst from h1n1 and were admitted to the 
hospital.      

 
In case of covid, epidemic has also affected on the wealthy sections, quarantine was announced with the decision of the 

government, the common people lost their lines and the people who are economically and socially backward working in unorganized 
sectors lost their jobs and their life was completely shattered. The conditions of laborers became worst. The government gave 
exclusive facilities for the rich who were to pay good amount to the hospitals. Quality services were given to the rich and with the 
good facilities they were able to overcome from the pandemic. But the conditions of poor and migrated workers are the worst. The 
government ordered lockdown and the laborers lost the jobs. With the effect of lockdown, base communities suffered worst. They are 
continuing with the problems of food, economy, health etc. 

 
Covid -19 and government 

The pandemic corona started during 2019 appeared in India during 2020 with three deaths. The measures taken by the 
government for the rapid spread of covid-19 has to be observed. On January 30-2020, WHO announced global health emergency’ due 
to origin of covid-19 case, covid-19 cases reported in India for the first time during 11 march 2020. Prime minister addressing the 
citizens introduced janata curfew on Sunday march 22. But lockdown was not introduced then. 

 
On march 24,2020, with mere 4 hours prior notice, complete lockdown was strictly announced throughout the country and 

was strictly implemented on 16 march 2020, first economic package was announced. Government has shown concern for the 
entrepreneurs but not for the economically weaker sections. Government has distributed mere ration but not made a proposal for 11 
special review teams to manage the emergency conditions. It strained to manage the crisis of entrepreneurs, help the company workers 
and foreign travelers to return India.  But no teams were formed to help the common people and the migrated laborers. After 
lockdown, the workers faced such a worst situation what they walked towards their hometowns in horrible heat without sandals on 
their foot. 
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Objectives of study  
01. To analyses the socio-economic conditions of base communities at the situation of covid -19. 
02. To understand the problems of base communities at the situation of covid-19. 
03. To know the effect of covid-19 on the health of base communities. 

 
Problems of base communities at the context of Covid-19 

The base communities faced harsh problems during covid-19. They faced unemployment food and shelters, health problems 
etc. Due to lockdown self-reliant life of 23 schedule tribes, 51 schedule castes and 24 nomad communities suffered. The life of the 
poor become unstable due to lockdown the base communities are unable to lead life with following traditional occupation like 
beggary, handicrafts arts stitching mat, disguising, exhibiting shows and other works. The workers based on daily wages, laborers, 
maidservants lost their work. But government has not considered any of their issues seriously. They took shelter besides the streets in 
certain area’s government provided them shelter in community halls. But without any basic facilities, the people suffered severely 
from unhygienic conditions. Without any health awareness and protective measures, the conditions of the people turned remorseful. 

 
Social and economic conditions 

It is a fact that covid-19 pandemic resulted economic crisis in the nation. Its impact is worst on the lower-section and poor 
but not on the wealthy sections. Different crisis can be witnessed in rural and urban society. For a certain period, the village people 
lived on the grains they stored but not for long. The base communities suffered crucially without any help by the government and none 
supported for solutions. Due to loss of work, small business people, daily wages workers, transgender, devadasi, beggars, slum people, 
maid servants, workers of hotels and bars, street merchants, construction workers, barbers, auto drivers’ women workers of 
unorganized sectors, asha workers, anganawadi workers etc. they suffered even for food and due to the impact of covid-19 they had to 
lead a struggling life. 

 
Health conditions of lower communities at the period of Covid-19 

The India has faced huge crisis with the impact of covid-19. It has faced severe health issues and has to fight against it 
knowing the root cause. As world health organization opined health indicates not only physical patients but mental, social and cultural 
fitness. The clean environment, service of doctors, nurses, pure water, hygienic conditions, nutritious food, education, gender equality 
is needed. The government has to work in this regard from multi perspectives. Then only we can fight against deadly virus. 

 
India is weak in the public health system. This is a known fact. The central and state government made total expenditure 2.6 

trillion for the financial year 2020. And the GDP was 1.29% this includes salary, budget for different organization and hospitals. The 
transfer of fund is from central sponsored. Schemes to the state. Total 25% share is from central to the public expenditure. 

 
If primary statistics is analysed the pandemic has worsely hit the lower communities in different nations of the world. But the 

scholars opine, many deaths have occurred even in the developing nations by corona. 
 
DCC organization has mentioned that section while the document ratio is verified in the health. But a difference can be 

noticed in the facilities and treatments given to the minority section in treatment of pandemic. The caste, religion, money and language 
are considered in the treatment. The service of government and officers can be noticed at this context. The way of treating wealth and 
base communities is completely different in the health centers. The base communities suffered to the worst throughout the country. 

 
Conclusion 

It can be concluded that huge number of people belonging to base communities died with the attack of the deadly virus 
corona. The government has to focus on the socially, economically backward section at the crucial effect of pandemic. Special 
privileges and concern have to be shown for the base communities. Quality treatment facilities, treatments and other sources has to be 
facilitated to them. The inequality should not be made in case of health issues. while identifying the covid cases, public, health 
services and health workers should focus on facts and justice should be given to base communities with proper treatment. Government 
and non-government organizations should focus on the base sections. The awareness programs should be organized. Proper planning 
should be made to reach the facilities. Today, the base communities are at the edge of danger. Each family should be made to be aware 
of the health conditions and necessary should be reached to them. With a systematic effect and awareness programs the lower 
communities should be protected from the disasters of the pandemic covid-19. 
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